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This story is told of a poor Scottish farmer 
named Fleming. 

One day while trying to make a living for his 
family, he heard a cry for help coming from 
a nearby bog. He dropped his tools and 
ran to the bog. There, mired to his waist in 
black muck, was a terrified boy, screaming 
and struggling to free himself. Farmer Flem-
ing saved the lad from what could have 
been a slow and terrifying death.

Next day, a fancy carriage pulled up to the 
Scotsman’s sparse surroundings. An ele-
gantly dressed nobleman stepped out and 
introduced himself as the father of the boy 
farmer Fleming had saved.

“I want to repay you,” said the nobleman. “You saved my son’s 
life.”

“No, I can’t accept any payment for what I did,” the Scottish 
farmer replied waving off the offer.

At the same moment, the farmer’s own son 
came to the door of the family house.

“Is that your son?” asked the nobleman.

‘Yes,” the farmer replied proudly.

“In that case I’ll make you a deal. Let me 
provide him with the same level of edu-
cation my own son will enjoy. If the lad is 
anything like his father, he’ll no doubt grow 
to be a man we both will be proud of.” And 
that he did.

Farmer Fleming’s son attended the very 
best schools, and in time graduated from 
St.Mary’s  Hospital Medical School in 
London, and went on to become known 
throughout the world as the noted Sir Alex-
ander Fleming, the discoverer of Penicillin.

Years afterward, the same nobleman’s son 
who was saved from the bog was stricken with pneumonia and 
what saved his life this time? Penicillin.

The name of the nobleman who educated the farmer Fleming’s 
son was Lord Randolph Churchill. And his son’s name was Sir 
Winston Churchill.

Dr. G.P.C.Nayar

One good deed leads to 
another…

SCMS School of Engineer-
ing and Technology team 
emerged as champions 
once again in the Intra SCMS 
Group Sports Fest 2020 held 
from February 10 to17. The 
team from SSTM bagged the 
runner up trophy. The teams 
from SCMS Cochin School 
of Business, SCMS School 
of Technology and Manage-
ment (SSTM); SCMS School 
of Engineering & Technology 
(SSET); SCMS School of Ar-
chitecture (SSA) and SCMS 
College of Polytechnics par-
ticipated in various sports 
events. Altogether eight 
sports events were conduct-
ed (Football, Cricket, Basket-
ball, Volleyball, Badminton, 
Table Tennis, Kabaddi, and 
Chess).

Contd. on page 2
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The jubilant SSET team receiving the overall trophy from Prof. Baiju Radhakrishnan, Group Director.

At the valedictory function held on February 17, Prof. Baiju Rad-
hakrishnan, Group Director, Dr. Sashi Kumar G., Principal-SSTM, 
and Dr. Anil Kumar K., Associate Dean distributed the prizes to the 

winners. Dr. Bijith George Abraham, Convenor of the Intra SCMS 
Group Sports Fest 2020 proposed the vote of thanks.  
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Contd. from page 1

The SSTM team holding the runner up trophy.

Prof.Baiju Radhakrishnan, Group Director is standing third from left and Prof.
Pramod P.Thevannoor, Vice Chairman is at extreme right.

Prof. Baiju Radhakrishnan, Group Director seen along with Dr. Md. Sabur 
Khan, Founder & Chairman, DIU & Daffodil Group at DIU.

Mr. Jimmy Thomas, Senior Consultant, Purpose Branding explaining the pro-
cess of advertising creation. Mr. Joby Antony, Brand Manager is in the back-
ground. 

The main coordinators of the event were Dr. Bijith George Abraham 
(SCMS Cochin), Mr. Jith J. (SSET), Mr. Praveen Madhavan (SCMS 
Cochin), Mr. Ronnie Mariadas (SSTM), Dr. Praveena K. (SSTM), 
Mr. Ranjith S. (SSTM), Mr. Vignesh Karthik (SSTM), Mr. Vipin Wilson 
(SSA) and Ms. Reena Joseph (Polytechnic).

A workshop on Making of an Advertisement’ was held, as a part 
of practical learning for the Integrated Marketing Communication 
course for batch 27 students on February 21. 

The workshop was conducted by Mr. Jimmy Thomas, Senior Con-
sultant, Purpose Branding and Mr. Joby Antony, Executive, Brand 
Relations of the advertising agency Organic Bps, Ernakulam. Mr. 
Shaiju Antony, Regional Sales Manager – Biotics Life, a client of the 
agency also attended the session. 

At the start of the workshop, the client presented a brief for the IMC 
campaign. He said that Biotic Life had launched the new division 
of GenCare, exclusively for phytopharmaceuticals. The client ex-
pected rebranding for the division, from the agency. He said that 
there are two problems faced by the consumers for which GenCare 
was aiming to provide a solution. First, the consumers faced higher 
treatment costs with the existing medicines. Second, the systematic 
drugs cause harmful side effects on the body.

Mr. Joby Antony explained about the process flow of how the ads 
are created. The process involves: Registration of Client Require-
ment, sending the ‘brief’ to General Manager, Team Allocation for 
the ad creation, Project Scheduling and Deadlines, Sharing ad with 
the General Manager and the client, Receiving the Client Feedback 
(includes approval, revision or rejection of the ad), Final Correction, 
Estimate Approval, Billing, Project Review and Payment Follow-up 
from the clients. 

Mr. Jimmy Thomas delivered an informative and thought-provoking 
speech about how millennials exhibit their roles as ‘consumers,’ 
sensory experiences around brands, concept of purpose branding, 
brand engagement and the like.

He further explained the entire re-branding exercise done for Gen 
Care (Biotics Lab) including the changes made to the logo, visual 
imagery, packaging, etc. The agency renamed the lab into ‘Biotics 
Life’ and he rationalised the modifications for the brand’s font, color 
and the need for developing the new persona for the brand, along 
with the new brand language. 

Finally, a live problem was presented to the students by the agency 
to work on. WFB Baird and Co is an Irish linen manufacturer which 
has been around for more than 100 years but the brands scores low 
on consumer awareness. Hence, the assignment was to work on a 
strategy for the problem and creation of a print advertisement to dis-
close the pride of a century-old brand to the Indian society, themed 
on ‘Work Culture’ of the organisation. The advertisements for the 
brand should emphasise on the synergy at workplace, fun in work 
environment and no glass-ceiling for women.

ACBSP South Asia Region 10 conference

Workshop on Making of an Advertisement 

Prof. Paramod P. Thevannoor, Vice Chairman, SCMS Group and 
Treasurer, ACBSP South Asia Region 10, and Prof. Baiju Rad-
hakrishnan, Group Director, SCMS Group had attended the ACBSP 
Region 10 Annual Conference held at United International Univer-
sity, Dhaka, Bangladesh on February 8 and 9. Prof. Baiju had also 
presented a paper on the theme, ‘Teaching in a Student-Centered 
World,’ in one of the technical sessions of the conference.

Prof. Baiju Radhakrishnan, Group Director, SCMS Group and 
Professor, SCMS Cochin School of Business visited Daffodil 
International University, Dhaka from February 2 to February 8 as an 
Exchange Faculty in the Department of Business Administration. 
He conducted classes on Strategic Management and International 
Business for both undergraduate and graduate level students. 
During his stay, he visited the Green Campus of DIU in Ashulia.  

Prof. Baiju also met Dr. Md. Sabur Khan, Founder & Chairman, DIU 
& Daffodil Group for a discussion on more future collaborative proj-
ects among both institutions. The Chairman handed over a token of 
appreciation to Prof. Baiju for his bountiful support and cooperation 
with the aim of far reaching mutual activities in future. 
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Mr. Karthik A. (PGDM Batch 24), 
Assistant. Manager - Supply Chain 
Planning, Indigo Paints  interacting 
with the students.

Mr. Athul K.M. (PGDM Batch 26), Se-
nior Logistics Officer, Indigo Paints 
interacting with the students.

Tourism marketing: Industrial visit to 
Ginger House Museum 

Dr.Anil Kumar at Empowered Educators 
2020

An industrial visit to Ginger House Museum Hotel, Fort Kochi on 
February 22 was organised for the PGDM batch 27 tourism elective 
students. The Ginger House Museum Hotel combines luxury 
and the timeless appeal of heritage, with its warm ambience and 
indigenous architecture. The property is owned by the family of Mr. 
Vishnu Majnu, Alumnus of SCMS (Batch 20). He shared the details 
about his business, its unique business model and the challeng-
es faced during initial stages of the business. He also discussed 
about opportunities in the tourism industry, where the demand is 
increasing day by day.

The unique feature of the museum hotel is that “Whatever you see” 
is for sale including the tables, chairs, pillars, ceiling, windows and 
statues. The hotel got its name because earlier the property was a 
ginger warehouse. All food items offered at the hotel are ginger fla-
vored. The main attractions of the property are its access to water 
frontage, location of Jewish Synagogue and Mattancherry street. 
Many celebrities have visited the museum hotel like John Abraham, 
Kiran Rao, Tina Ambani, Bill and Melinda Gates. The hotel mainly 
relies on word of mouth for getting new customers. The success 
mantra followed is that they always listen to their staff and treat 
them with utmost care. 

Another, exciting feature of the hotel is that every point is a pho-
to-op, because of which they get film shootings requests and bou-
tique shootings from different parts of the country. People come to 
enjoy the unique atmosphere, which they can’t get anywhere else. 

Students had an enriching experience and were able to relate 
classroom learnings with the operations of the hotel property.

The students were accompanied by all the faculty members of 
the Marketing department like Prof. Cherian George, Mr. Sudheer 
Sudhakaran, Dr. Sheena K. and Ms. Manju M.

Dr.Anil Kumar K., Associate Dean had attended the Empowered 
Educators 2020, a programme for the Academic Directors of Busi-
ness Schools organised by the Deloitte’s University Relations at 
Bengaluru on January 22. The conference was attended by around 
30 B- school Directors from South India. Mr. Jeff Schwartz, Prin-
cipal, Deloitte, Mr. Vikas Gupta, Managing Director, Deloitte India 
and Prof. Rishikesha T. Krishnan, Professor-Strategy, IIM Bangalore 
were among the resource persons. The meeting also discussed the 
future of Industry B-school connect and ways and methods to be 
adopted for a greater acceptance of business education in the time 
of Industry 4.0.

PGDM batch 7 celebrated their 20th Year of Alumni Homecoming 
on February 2 in SCMS Prathap Nagar campus. Around 25 alumni 
from various parts of the country and abroad attended the event. 
They interacted with the current batches of PGDM students. 

Photo: A group photo taken along with Prof.Pramod P.Thevannoor, 
Vice Chairman, Dr.Radha P.Thevannoor Group Director, Dr.Indu 
Nair, Group Director, Prof.K.J.Paulose, Dean, Dr.Anil Kumar K.,As-
sociate Dean and faculty members.

In connection with the recruitment process of Indigo Paints, the 
following PGDM alumni visited SCMS campus and interacted with 
the current batch of PGDM students.

Mr. Karthik A. (PGDM Batch 24), Assistant. Manager - Supply Chain 
Planning and  Mr. Athul K.M. (PGDM Batch 26), Senior Logistics 
Officer were the visiting alumni.

Homecoming of batch 7 

Alumni from Indigo Paints visited

Alumni corner

PGDM students attend budget lecture

A group of 20 PGDM batch 28 students attended Malayala Man-
orama Budget Lecture by eminent economist Dr.Rathin Roy at 
International Convention Centre, Le Meridian, Kochi on February 6. 
The students were led by the faculty team consisting of Mr. Praveen 
Madhavan, Mr. Pradeep K.V., Dr. Bijith Abraham, Dr. Jose Mamman 
and Dr. Joby Joy. 

Doctorate to Ms.Joby Joy
Ms. Joby Joy, Assistant Professor, SCMS 
Cochin School of Business, has been award-
ed Doctorate in Management from Bharathiar 
University, Coimbatore for her thesis on ‘The 
impact of Health Insurance on healthcare 
services in Kerala with special reference to 
RSBY-CHIS.’
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The triumphant SCMS team with the overall trophy in Talentime 36.

The winners of Treasure Hunt.

First prize in Finance Game.

First prize in Marketing Game.

CSR Game winners receiving the prize.

CSR Game 2nd prize winners.

PGDM students win overall trophy PGDM students win first prize in  
Finance and Marketing Games

PGDM students win Second Prize

PGDM batch 27students have won first prize in the Finance Game 
and Marketing Game in the management fest Ignis 2020 organised 
by Jai Bharat School of Management Studies on February 13 and 
14.

The winners are:Finance Game – First Prize – Tozen M.J., Kannan 
S., Jishnu C. and Rahul Jacob.

Marketing Game – First Prize – Sunith S. Kumar, Akhil K., Sooraj S. 
Vignesh and Nandeep Nandan.

PGDM batch 27students have won Second Prize in Best Manage-
ment Team and Logistics Game in the Management Fest Inceptra 
2020 organised by Rajagiri College of Management & Applied 
Sciences on February 14.

The winners are: Best Management Team – Second Prize – Manjith 
Vijayan Nair, Henna Rasheed, Merin V. Anil and Albin Biju

Logistics Game – Second Prize – George Bosco, Freddie Kurian, 
Anoop John George and Harisankar K.H.

PGDM students had won the Overall Trophy in Talentime-36 organ-
ised by School of Management Studies, CUSAT held on February 
6, 7 and 8. The winners were:

Tresaure Hunt – First Prize -  Sanal Gazny, Eldho Mangattu, Ajay 
Nair and Georgie John

CSR Game - First Prize - Jerrin Joys, Parvathi P. Chandran, Ambadi 
Harikumar and Reshma Saju

CSR Game – Second Prize - Celestine Timmy, Tom Bruce, Renjith 
Abraham and Jerin Jose

HR Game - Second Prize -  Anuragh Anilkumar, Sreelakshmi M., 
Sruthy Menon and Rittu Cleetus

Best Manager - Fourth Runner Up - Anita Alex

Best Manager - Fifth Runner Up - Anand A.

SCMS at YIP award ceremony
SCMS Cochin School of Business was the only educational insti-
tution from Kochi that participated in the Young Innovators Pro-
gramme and  Award Ceremony held from January 22 to 24 under 
the aegis of KDISC at Thiruvananthapuram.

The programme was chaired by Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan. 
Heads of the government departments, corporate, academic 
institutions and international NGO were present. Eminent experts, 
thinkers, academicians and executive heads contributed their 
ideas towards promotion of innovation. There were technical and 
knowledge sessions, workshops, panel discussions, display on 
emerging technologies, launch of Digital Kerala Food Platform and 
award presentation for YIP State Level Winners.

The overall focus of the programme was towards intense encour-
agement, development, up scaling of ideas and converting them 
towards application in industry level. Thus, a common platform for 
collaboration of all the eminent experts of potent accreditations was 
duly mobilised. 

The State Government is seeking a continuous, involved and long 
term mentorship, for which SCMS has been shortlisted. Lt. Cdr. 
Chhavi Rathi, Associate Professor represented SCMS at the YIP 
programme.
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Dr. G. Sashi Kumar, Principal, SSTM speaking on the occasion. Dr. J.M.Laksh-
mi Mahesh, HoD-Computer Applications, Dr.Dulari S.S. and Ms.T. Sudha, Pro-
gramme Coordinators are also in the picture.

Faculty achievements

Institute industry interaction

LAKSHYA 2019

Dr. Susan Abraham, HoD and Dr. Deepa Pillai, Associate Professor 
attended the Southern Regional Conference 2019 and Exposition 
on Industry 4.0 and future of HR , organised by NIPM at Le Meridi-
an, Kochi on December 5 and 6, 2019.  

Dr. Deepa Pillai, Associate Professor-MBA attended the workshop 
on ‘Labor codes 2019’ conducted by NIPM on January 10 at PGS 
Vedanta, Lissie Junction, Ernakulum. 

An industry interactive session was 
held on January 21 on the topic 
Emerging Trends in Currency Mar-
ket. Mr. Ashish Kurian, Assistant Vice 
President of IndusInd Bank was the 
guest from the industry. He covered 
various topics such as forex, currency 
pair, normal settlement and so on. He 
explained that the current slow GDP 
growth was due to low private con-
sumption and low private investment. 
He also highlighted the importance of 
monetary and fiscal policies.

Lakshya is being conducted every year as part of our sustain-
able practices to sensitise the students to engage in commu-
nity services thereby contributing to the society. Lakshya 2019, 
inaugurated in November 2019, was intended to impart a training 
programme on LibreOffice- Calc for the students of Government 
Higher Secondary School, Kalamassery. The sessions were 
handled by Arjun S. and Noel Joby of DDMCA Batch 2. On com-
pletion of the sessions, the valedictory function was organised at 
the School in Kalamassery on February 12 and certificates were 
distributed to all those students who had completed their training.   
Dr. G. Sashi Kumar, Principal, SSTM presided over the function.  Dr. 
J.M.Lakshmi Mahesh, HoD-Computer Applications, Dr.Dulari S.S. 
and Ms.T. Sudha, Programme Coordinators of Lakshaya were also 
present during the event.

VARA art exhibition
The Artwork Exhibition VARA by the students of SCMS and of the 
School of Architecture was held in SCMS Atrium on  February 3. 
Mr. Sajeev Balakrishnan, Joint Commissioner of Income Tax, Kochi 
(winner of the LIMCA Record for being the fastest Caricaturist in 
India) inaugurated the exhibition.

He spoke on the soothening and positive impact of art on the artist 
as well as on the viewer, through drawings, paintings and carica-
tures. Being a caricaturist, he said, how the art of drawing lines 
based on one’s observation and imagination can raise the artist to 
a higher level. He drew the caricatures of Prof.Pramod P.Thevan-
noor, Vice Chairman, Dr.Sashi Kumar G., Principal, faculty members 
and a couple of students in minutes and seconds. The meeting 
was presided by Principal-SSET. Mr. Sanal Potty, PR Manager 
offered felicitations. The chief student coordinator Abhiram Renjith 
of MBA batch 16, presented a caricature of the chief guest to the 
guest himself during the occasion.

In the exhibition, there were varied works of art projected through 
lines of realism, surrealism, impressionism, cubism, futurism and 
the like brought out through   portraits, charcoal drawing, waterco-
lour, acrylic painting, pottery, mural arts and so on. They highlighted 
the elements of creativity, imagination, observation and expression 
of our students from varied sections ranging from Commerce, 
Management, Technology and Architecture.

Mr. Sajeev Balakrishnan, Joint Commissioner of Income Tax, Kochi inaugurat-
ing the exhibition. Prof.Pramod P.Thevannoor, Vice Chairman, Dr.Sashi Kumar 
G., Principal-SSTM, Dr. Fatima Cross, Associate Professor and Faculty Coor-
dinator and Mr.Sanal Potty, Public Relations Manager are also in the picture.

SCMS students at Giant Chess, Qatar
Royal Punnoose and Muhammed 
Akhil of B.Com Taxation, who are the 
members of the chess club, partici-
pated in ‘Giant Chess’ conducted by 
Qatar National Day Celebration which 
was held on December 18, 2019 at 
Doha, Qatar. There were participants 
from all around the world which includ-
ed high rated players. The presence of 
ZHU Chen (Qatar Chess Grandmas-
ter) gave them opportunity to learn 
more about chess.

Vara – the art exhibition by the students.
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SSET Digest
 SCMS School of Engineeering and Technology

Aroh art fest

Campus activities

Placement news (Engineering)

Student achievement

The undergraduate students in SSTM organised an art fest by 
name ‘Aroh’ on February 7 with the participation of students from 
local arts and science colleges. The overall trophy was lifted by the 
team from St.Alberts College, Ernakulam. The team from CUSAT 
became runner-up.

Competitions were held in items like music band, hardware assem-
bly, treasure hunt, spot key, PUBG, group dance, corporate walk, 
quiz and photography. Cine artist Govind Padmasoorya was the 
chief guest.

NBA visit of our institution had taken place during the period from 
February 14 to16. Seven officials including the Chairman visited the 
campus for accreditation process of Departments of CSE, CE and 
ME.

The Indian Navy conducted Awareness cum publicity campaign at 
our campus on February 11. The campaign was addressed by LT. 
Rajeev Jha followed by an audio-visual presentation to the aspiring 
final and pre-final year B Tech students. 

The following numbers of offers were given to our 2020 batch 
students by:

Redblack Software – 2, UST Global – 1 and VVDN Technologies – 1

The final results of Wipro, Autobahn Trucking, Byju’s Think and 
Learn, Hexaware Technologies and Muziris Softech are awaited.

Ernst and Young conducted their one month paid internship online 
test for pre-final year B Tech CS and EC students on February 12.

Kavya Jagadish and Melinda Mary Melchizedek, students of IMCA 
have bagged first prize in Literature Quiz programme conducted by 
Mathrubhoomi on January 24.

Cine artist Govind Padmasoorya presenting the championship trophy to the 
team from St. Alberts College. Dr.Radha Thevannoor, Group Director and 
Dr.Sashi Kumar G., Principal are also in the picture. 

Workshop attended
Ms. Srilekshmi M., Assistant Professor-ECE and 13 students be-
longing to various departments of SSET attended the Professional 
Summit held at CUSAT on February 15.

Ms. Srilekshmi M. (extreme left) and student representatives at the Profession-
al Summit held at CUSAT.

Student achievements
Aromal Sujith, sixth semester student of Dept. of CSE has won a 
Silver Medal at the District Archery Championships.

Aromal Sujith (4th from right) at the District Archery Championships

Google cloud platform crash course

Students proudly dressed in the hoodies given to them by Google for successfully       completing the Google cloud platform crash course.

A total of 179 students of SSET across all branches successfully 
completed, Google Cloud Platform Crash Course. Association of 

Awareness session on cervical cancer
As an initiative of Swara, Dr.Anupama R., Clinical Professor, Amrita 
Advanced Centre for Robotic Surgery, Surgical Oncology, Gyne-
cologic Oncology Division and Dr.Lipi Madhusudhanan conducted 
an awareness session on cervical cancer. Ms.Suja Nair, Secretary, 
Canserve also addressed the students.
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Paper publications/Presentations

Staff achievement

A paper titled ‘Depth information enhancement using RGB-D’ by 
Dr. Sunil Jacob, Professor-ECE and Director, SCMS Centre for 
Robotics, Dr. Varun Menon, Associate Professor-CSE and Dr. Saira 
Joseph, Associate Professor-ECE has been published in IEEE 
Sensors Journal Open issue. The journal is Q1, SCIE indexed with 
an impact factor of 3.076.

Ms. Jane Theresa, Assistant Professor-Basic Science and Human-
ities, presented a paper titled ‘Exploring the Dynamics of Men and 
Masculinity in the Novel ‘Woss’ By Patrick White’ in the two-day 
International Conference on Gendering Literature and Culture: Aus-
trailia and the Asia-Pacific, conducted by Department of English, 
University of Madras on January 20 and 21. 

Ms. Divya M. S., Assistant Professor-Basic Science and Humanities 
also presented a paper titled ‘Re-examining the Aspects of Hege-
monic Masculinity in Salman Rushdie’s ‘The Satanic Verses’, in the 
above International Conference.

Ms. Parvathy R., Assistant Professor-ECE has been nominated as 
the Asst. Nodal Officer of SSET, IEDC.

Invited talk on Urban Water Security
Dr.Sunny George, Director, 
SCMS Water Institute was 
invited to give a talk on Urban 
Water Security at Changam-
puzha Samskarika Kend-
ram, Changampuzha Park, 
Edappally on February 18. 
The members of the Senior 
Citizens Forum at Edappally 
actively participated in the 
session presided over by Mr.
Gopinathan Nair, President of 
the forum. They appreciated 
the unique efforts made by 
SCMS Water Institute in the 
area of water security in the 
state and in particular in 
Kochi.

Students proudly dressed in the hoodies given to them by Google for successfully       completing the Google cloud platform crash course.

Core Electricals (ACE) (Electrical and Electronics Engineering  
Department Association of SSET) in association with SSET-IEDC 
and DSC-SSET Chapter organised the Google Cloud Platform 

Crash Course  for SSETians.  The students received Google 
Cloud Badges and  Google Developers  hoodies in appreciation 
of their efforts.

Training on flood preparedness to 
Kudumbasree and Asha workers
SCMS Water Institue was invited by Meloor Grama Panchayat 
to provide a training on flood preparedness to the leaders of 
Kudumbasree and Asha workers on February 7. An expert team 
from Kerala Institute of Local Administration (KILA),Thrissur was 
also present to have a learning about the work done by SWI on 
disaster preparedness at Meloor Panchayat. The presentation 
and training by SWI was highly appreciated by the elected repre-
sentatives, delegates from KILA and the participants of training 
programme.

Panchayat authorities requested the collaboration and technical 
support of SWI in preparing a book to be published by the  
Panchayat for circulation among Panchayat- related stakeholders 
and for the government officials about the flood preparedness 
being done by SWI for Meloor Grama Panchayat. Expenses for 
the book will be met by the Panchayat. Mr. P. P. Babu, President 
of Meloor Grama Panchayat in his presidential address specially 
thanked Prof. Pramod Thevannoor for accepting his request in 
order to provide technical help for the preparation of flood disaster 
preparedness study immediately after the flood, which later turned 
out to be a replicable model for flood preparedness among local 
bodies of the State.

SSA News  SCMS School of Architecture

International guest lecture

Internationally renowned architect Ar.Murali Ramaswami was in 
SSA on January 6 to give a guest lecture to our students. As a 
Philadelphia-based professional and educator, Ar. Murali Ra-
maswami currently leads projects at Kieran Timberlake Architects, 
an award-winning architecture firm recognised for its environmental 
ethos, research expertise, and pioneering design and planning. 

The lecture was a really informative session guiding students about 
how to approach architectural design. 
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Visit to Centre of Harmonious Living Session with Mr.Bose Krishnamachari

FDP on teaching architecture

Placement for polytechnics students

On January 17, students of S6 under the guidance of the faculty 
visited the Centre of Harmonious Living in Kumbidi as part of a 
case study for the upcoming major project ‘Multifunctional retire-
ment village.’ 

The primary objective of the visit was to understand the psychiatric 
and geriatric needs of the aged community and learn more about 
their daily lifestyle, the activities they are involved in, the spaces 
that adhere to their needs and the like. 

Mr. Bose Krishnamachari, internationally 
acclaimed Artist-Curator based in Mumbai 
visited SCMS School of Architecture and 
engaged a session for the students and 
faculty on February 5.

Mr. Bose Krishnamachari  shared his expe-
riences with art before and after joining Sir 
J J School of Art, Mumbai. The traditional 
architecture and elements of architecture 
in Kerala were briefly presented through a 
photo story. The principles of maximalism 

Council of Architecture Training and Research Centre, Pune in 
Cooperation with SCMS School of Architecture conducted a five 
day faculty training programme on teaching architecture at SSA 
from January 27 to 31. Around 30 faculty members from various 
Architecture Institutes across the country participated. 

As the realm of teaching architecture is challenging it has to adapt 
and deal with altered student behavior and at the same time raising 
academic demands. Teaching methods and approaches have to 
be critically re-examined and adapted to the rapidly changing ac-
ademic environment.  The five-day training programme addressed 
the issues providing  innovative  approaches to teaching. 

The following resource persons supported the programme. Prof. 
Jayashree Deshpande, Director CoA TRC Pune, Actor Monu Jose, 
Kochi, Prof. Pradnya Chauhan, Mumbai, Mr. Hashim K. Abdul K. 
Azeez, Kochi and Dr. K. S. Ananthakrishnan, Bengaluru.

Polytechnics students Eldhose Paul, Rohin P.R. and Jinshad T. G. 
(VI semester 3rd year students) got placed in Carris Pipes and 
Tubes, Kochi based on the placement interview conducted on 
February 5.

The team from SSA is seen with Dr. Saleem Pallisherykuzhiyil, Medical Direc-
tor, Psychiatrist, Centre of Harmonious Living.

Actor Monu Jose (extreme left) is seen with Prof.Kerstin Frick, Principal and Ar. 
Raxshitha Sasikala, FDP Coordinator. Eldhose Paul Rohin P.R. Jinshad T. G.

SCP News  SCMS College of Polytechnics

and the cultural context with respect to India were covered. The 
minimalist architecture abroad and his own minimalist expressions 
were portrayed. The juxtaposition of minimalism and maximalism 
was explained through an architecture and the context of his own 
life.

Mr. Bose and his personal interactions with various architects and 
schools of architecture around the world were briefly covered. Pub-
lications and magazines with respect to art and architecture were 
also briefly explained. His experiences with libraries and material 
museums around the world and his own gallery at Mumbai (LAVA) 
were explained in detail. Conversations are an integral part in one’s 
development, he commented. He also shared his experience 
during the student days. The experimental designs in bus stops 
and the architectural elements in the same led to the discussion on 
public art and sculpture. 

Documenta, Manifesta, Triennale, Biennale were discussed fol-
lowed by the works of famous artists around the world. The story 
of inception of Kochi Muziris Biennale as a result of the discussion 
between Mr. Bose, Mr.Riyaz Komu and  Mr.Jyoti Basu which trans-
formed the contemporary art scenario of India were also narrated. 
This was followed by a detailed discussion on Kochi Muziris Bien-
nale with respect to the buildings and architecture of museums. 
The promo video of Kochi Muziris Biennale 2020 by a few young 
artists captured the attention of the audience


